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Why Continu?
Our customers choose Continu for the following reasons:

Consolidation
On Average, Continu eliminates the 
need for 3 other platforms, saving 

you administration time and 
increasing the ROI of Continu.

Deep Integrations
With deep integrations to 

the leading workplace tools, 
Continu seamlessly fits into your 

teams workflow.

Automation
Continu automates the  

distribution, escalation, and 
notification of all training, saving 

time & reducing admin costs.

User Experience
Continu provides a seamless  
user and admin experience,  

significantly reducing 
 change management timelines.



Smart Companies Trust Continu



HRIS & CRM CONTENT COMMUNICATION SECURITY & SSO

Connected To Your Workplace



The Four Pillars of Continu
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The Results
Continu produces real results for our customers.

Minutes to Build Content

Building content with Continu is a breeze. 
Easily build, import, or embed any training content.

2.3

Decrease in Admin Time

With Continu’s seamless user experience, 
administration time is significantly reduced.

68%

Increase in Training Attendance

ILT Attendance is significantly increased with  
Continu’s automation & custom notifications.

88%

Reduction in Onboarding Time

Continu increases time to understanding 
and decreases new hire onboarding times.

58%



Continu works with leading content providers to bring you the best learning content.

Premium Content Partners



What Our Customers Are Saying

Amazing Software, Outstanding Service

Continu is simply a company with 
honesty. They truly listen to the 
feedback of their user-base and 

implement enhancements on a steady 
and realistic timeline.

One of a KindA Team of Builders!

We are very appreciative of 
Continu's builder and partnership 

mentality, where problems and 
challenges to met together, not 
swept under the "roadmap" rug!

Training Made Easy & Effective

Not only has Continu tremendously 
reduced the time we spend on course 

creation & distribution, it has also 
revolutionized our learning by allowing 
our employees to feel more confident 

in retaining and revisiting training.

Modern & Robust!

We replaced a few legacy systems in favor 
of Continu and the transition has been 

absolutely seamless and simple.  Continu is 
a modern and user-friendly platform and 

we have realized tremendous benefits and 
already seeing ROI.

Finally, An Engaging LMS

Since using Continu, our learning 
engagement with our global teams 
has soared and we are better able 
to distribute and assign content 

than ever before.

One Platform for Everyone!

Continu has an easy to use 
interface utilizing a minimalist 

aesthetic with a powerful explore 
experience. This platform is easy 
to use and is pretty manageable 

with few admins.

Amazing!

From the beginning, Continu has 
been a game-changer for the team. 
As we are scaling and growing as an 
organization, Continu has been the 
perfect partner for all of our needs.

We demo'd a plethora of 
platforms and Continu was the 
only one we found that actually 

catered to what we needed 
(automated onboarding workflows 
and complex learning pathways).



www.continu.co


